the boundary . The procedure as described in this note is restricted to cases in which the (toroidal) boundary will surround completely the region of physical interest but will not encompass the axis of rotational symmetry. The technique accordingly provides the opportunity of economically excluding from the relaxation process regions of no direct concern in the immediate neighborhood of the symmetry axis and hence can have useful application to annular magnetic devices with axial symmetry .
The procedure adopted makes use internally of the characteristic form of the vector-potential function, in a source-free region, when expressed in toroidal coordinates. The relevant properties of associated Legendre functions of half -integral degree are summarized in this connection and their introduction into the program POISSON is outlined. Results of some test cases are included, to illu strate the application of this technique for configurations with median -plane symmetry.
In circular particle acc elerators , with the po ss ible exception of tho se of the greatest size, one cannot entirely neglect the curvature of the structure and of the guide field. In such cases the use of cylindrical coordinates for the solution of magnetostatic problems would be appropriate, and if in certain local regions the $ dependence can be ignored the independent variables p and z become two in number.
Such magnetostatic problems are soluble, by relaxation programs such as POISSON, in p, z cylindrical coordinates. As is the case with other applications of relaxation methods, however, there must be concern regarding a suitable termination of the problem at the boundary of the mesh. (The condition that normally is required is one consistent with the absence of any "sources" in the region exterior to such a boundary . ) In analyzing the magnetic fields of circular particle accelerators, one may wish to restrict the region of examination to that near the working aperture and surrounding magnet structure, while excluding a very sUbstantial area closer to (and including) the axis of rotational symmetry for the entire structure.
For the reason just indicated, one accordingly is led to consider the use of toroidal coordinates, in constructing the boundary to a relaxation mesh for use in analyzing the magnetic fields of circular devices (such as accelerators and spectrometers), and in formulating the boundary conditions that then may be usefully imposed at such boundaries . We pursue such is~ues in the following Sections --commencing with a review of the characteristics of toroidal coordinates and continuing with an examination of related magnetostatic issues that will permit formulation of a boundary condition analogous in spirit to those devised previously at this Laboratory for application to other configurations.\,/* *References and notes are given at the end of this report in Section VII, p. 33.
II. TOROIDAL COORDINATES
Toroidal coordinates can be defined, in a manner illustrated by Arfken\,I, Tanh Tl = 2ae 
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We shall be interested chiefly in the geomet r i cal characteri stic s of th es e coordinates in a planar section of cons t ant ~.
(i) Curves (surfaces) of constant n are circles (toroids) of radii a Csc h n centered at p = a Ctnh n, Z = o. Curves of constant n thus extend, in the mid -plane Z = 0, between the limits p = a Tanh ~ and p = a Ctnh ~.
(ii) Curves (surfaces) of constant ~ are circles (sphere s) of radii a esc ~ centered on the Z-axis at Z = a ctn ~.
The projected curves thus exhibit a similarity to those generated in a plane by a conformal transformation illustrated by smythe ."/ 
--wherein the dependent variable A is to be regarded as a function of n ~ and ~, but independent of ~.
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Guided by the f orm known to be appropr iat e for the scalar-potential solution s to Laplace' s equation in toroidal coordinates . we may proceed heuristically to achieve a separation of variables in the present case once A~ is divided by the factor (Cosh n -cos ~)% . We accordingly write the vectorpotential component A~ in the form
with thi s substitution. the differential equation assumes the form * Only the use of a factor cos n~ (in preference to a fa ctor sin n~) is indicated here. since we shall ultimately wish to specialize to cases with median -plane symmetry such that the function A~ is even with respect to the variabl e ~. To obtain the corresponding forms for the associated functions p~%(Z Cosh n) and P~(Z = Cosh n) one may make use of the re1ation',ol
with the result ; Cosh n) ; 1 EA -KA From s uch results, additional associated Legendre functions of higher degree ca n be evaluated sequentially by application of the recursion
Small -Argument Form
A limiting form for the functions pl (z -Cosh n) in the ,,; n-t/2 limit n 4 0 has been cited in Note's/ --namely pl (z = Cosh n) -, ~:t~ n ; (n -112)(n + 112) ,,=n-' /2 2 2 3. Large -A~g.!lment Approximations (z and n approaching infinity)
For large values of the argument, the functions P~(z) become Quite " large ~Jhen " > -112 , as is shown by the limiting form",!
so t hat, in particular (for half -integral degree and order m = 1),
An expression of thi s nature may prove useful for "re normali zalion" of s uch Legendre functions in order to obtain alternative functions of more co nv enient magnitude for computational work. In application. we shall use the forms for A = pA$ that we have found in earlier Sections to guide the means of extending this function from an "inner" boundary curve. n = nin0 to points on a surrounding "outer" boundary curve .
This "outer". or surrounding. boundary curve may conveniently be taken also to be a curve (surface) on which the toroidal coordinate n has a constant value and additional renormalized functions can be formed through use of the recursion relation
For terms of identical degree v ; k -3/2 (or identical index, k) but different arguments, it then follows that the Legendre function factors will be in the ratio
so that in this instance the factor ( z /z )ak becomes unity 2 1 and can, in effect, be ignored
To specify in toroidal coordinates a suitable inner boundary, from POI SSON computation of a magnetostatic problem with rotational symmetry, we first select a suitable region of interest in p, Z space such that one is assured that there are no "sources" exterior to thi s region. Such a circular region of constant n, central ly located about the mid -plane, may be specified'L6/ by mean s of the radial coordinates (measured for the axis of rotational symmetry) Ctnh nin -Tanh n in a C s c h n i n = a----'2"--:2:-----'2"-.. = p 1 ,b ; p 1 , a and the center is situated at
Alternatively, from the second type of specification 10 specify the surrounding "outer" circular boundary at " = n out (with tIle same value of the parameter "a", but with the center displaced from that of the "inner" boundary), it may be convenient now merely to specify the intercept (the lesser intercept)
2,a l,a 1,0 1.
of this outer curve with the mid-plane. The quantity /l,X should be no less than the mesh spacing desired in this region. With the parameter "a" already known, it follows that nout is then given by 14 nout = a Tanh 2 One also may continue to compute for thi s "outer" curve the other intercept becomes unity and can, in effect, be ignored
The results extended to points nout, ~j on the outer boundary circle thus provide the values * Si nh nout e' e"h ","~.,
(with "'k = 0 or k -,/2 for k = 1 or k ~ 2, respectively).
It is recognized that with the coefficients C k expressed (through the This Program similarly computes the scaled ("re -normalized") associate.! Legendre functions, introduced as ASP(k} in Sect. IV, in terms of
The use of the toroidal c06rdinate system in solving problems with axi symmetry requires an eccentric pair of circular arcs at the boundary of such a problem (i . e . , no external sources are permitted). The specification for the center and radius of one of the arcs is a matter of choice; these values are then used to compute the center and radius of the other arc, using the procedure described below.
We have chosen to assign values for p and R (center and radius) of As shown in the text (page 14), the minor intersection point between a circular boundary and the abscissa is a • Tanh(t). The distance 6x
( Fig. 2a ) between two such boundaries on the abscissa is:
Assuming that 6x is assigned, we calculate ~out:
We can now calculate the center and radius of the outer boundary: .6
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1.2 1. 4
The magnetic flux density in the z direction along z=O is shown on top at a distance of p ~ 25.03 cm from the axis of 
. . e., ~ To roidal high de nsity 'l·· -, In terms of toroidal coordinates (for a coordinate sys tem in which the characteristic dimension "a" is identical to the radius of the current- 
